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ABSTRACT
Even though public school districts are structured

with the expectation of responsive governance, most school boards are
not particularly responsive to their constituents. School boards from
politically contentious districts tend to be more responsive, but
they have even less success challenging the dominance of tho
superintendent than do less responsive school boards. To make schools
truly responsive, some, means will have to be found to offset the
dominance that results from the specialized knowledge and expertise
of the superintendent. There is some evidence that schools are
gradually becoming more politicized and less isolated from their
constituents, but it is doubttal that the educational content or
achievements of "responsive"" schools would differ markedly from
unresponsive schools. Even so, as long as people are committed to
maintaining the trappings of democracy in education, the realities of
democracy should be achieved; school boards should either govern or
be abolished. (Author/JG)
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LLJ This study was undertaken in the 1960's, a period in which demands for

participation, condemnations of public institutions as unresponsive, and

vigorous dissent from long unchallenged policies became commonplace. Schools,

like most public institutions, were targets of the drive toward democrati-

zation. Not only in the popular rhetoric of the new left, but ii. the more

sober assessment of such prestigious institutions as the Ford Foundation,

schools were condemned as overly bureaucratized, rigid, and non-responsive.

Now that the tumult and shouting has died, we are in a position to assert

that schools--like most public institutions--weathered the storm rather well.

Ve began this book with a discussion of the dilemma of school governance. On

the one hand, schools provide an expert service, the quality of which the

client has traditionally been judged imcomoetent to assess. On the other hand,

school district governments are legally established in such a way as to pro-

vide the expectation of responsive governance. The presence of elections and

other mechanisms of accountability means that school district governance can

be juk;ed a3ainst the standards of traditional democratic theor:y.

One essential element of representative democracy is a responsive legis-

lative assebly. There are two components to a responsive relationship at

the school district level. First, there is the relationship between the board

and the public. Then there is the relaticn between the board and the super-

intendent. the board, in response to community demands and needs,

policy which Lhe superinLendc,nt, as the legal "clerk" (many super-

ikter:1.-.1t!; retain thif; tit10, achjnist,:ru. Dcnce, throug this two-

t.t

pr.)c,.;;;;, ccuc;ILion:11 policy i5 rwd,2 coni;ruent with con:;titutional

. ObviouA, th,! ideal i!.; not fully realized in school districts nor
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in other similar governing structures.

Whatever the difficulties of obtaining the impossible, and however

inadequate the performance.of the governmental units, we wake two funda-

mental assertions: (1) democratic theory is an appropriate standard by

which to judge educational governance; (2) educational governance receives

a mixed report card.

The first point involves a return to our discussion of experts and repre-

sentatives. Schools, we believe, produce "public goods," are subject to col-

lective decisions rules, and are a commonweal institution. Schools also

produce private benefits, have a developing expertise (at least as reliable

as that of, say, psychiatry, but not as reliable as other technologies),

and hence can be judged as service institutions. Schools, then, are a mixed

form of institution. Judging them as service institutions is not our major

objective as political scientists, though clearly political scientists should

not be excluded from the fraternity of cost-benefit analysis. At the risk

of over-simplification, the available evidence is that as cervice institutions,

schools perform somewhat better than they do as commonweal institutions. For

many Americans, the principal utility of education has been thought of in

terms of its effects on economic productivity. We measure the value of edu-

cation in ter of the present value of the extra lifetime income one can

expect to receive as a result of education. Education supposedly incii.:asc,:

an individual's general skills, and as a result, individual productivity and

the proditivity of the entire cconoy. Consequently, national achievement

te.;t:; m. yidel CO iw appropriate as indicator:; of service

perfor.::nc. There !;hould Le only mild cminlai,X here, nlbcit there are

th:it t t:oetims not taught as

.01
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effectively as they should be. Moreover, all Americans do not have Lqual

opportunity to gain access to technical skills. However, one solution to

that problem is simple: busing.

The deliberately callous way in which busing is introduced as a solu-

tion leads us to our major concern: schools are commonweal in that the goals

they distribute allegedly benefit the entire community. Thus, equality of

access is presumed. With regard to busing, however, decisions v-re made,

generally, without regard to either community expectations or anticipation

of the consequences for the quality of education. The thruet for busing

came primarily from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, using the Coleman

Report as its justification. While Coleman found that the function tradi-

tionally associated with quality'of education (per pupil expenditures, cur-

ricular innovations, etc.) were unrelated to achievement, there was some

evidence that the best learning experience took place in middle class white

schools.1 Bence, the Commission called for an end to neighborhood schools

and the busing of children to racially balanced schools bsgan.
2

In other

words, the control of the school (insofar as control involves a choice of

attendance areas) was not subject to community preferences. Soon, of course,

political opposition became rampant, and busing ultimately died a violent

(but slow) death.

The entire debate involved, in reality, minimum concern with th, per-

formance of service functions by schools. Although whites fretted about

the alleged decline of educational standards, there is no reliable evidence

to support these fears (indeed the evidence of the Coleman flr'port is to the

contrary) . rultbyr, the effect of radicnlly deseuegated schools on blacks

is far from certain. The available (albeit skimpy) evidence indicates only



that "if desegregation contiauys over a fairly long period it usually raises

black students' scores slightly. But the gains are usually small, and they

depend on factors that aobodt! fully understands."

While the Coleman Report was used to support busing, it was also used

to defend decentralization and neighborhood schools: "of all the variables

measured in the survey, the attitudes of studrnt interest in school, self

concept, and sense of envirenmmtal control show the strongest relation to

achievement.0 The fact of '.:lie matter is that the basic issue is not the

:elation of busng, or neighborhood schools, to the performance of the

clients (students) . The bone of contention is the ancient political ques-

tion: who has effective control.. Indeed, the expansion of Coleman's

theme by Jencks (who concludes that school quality has little effect on

achievement), does not reduce the urgency of this question. 4 People 1)elieve

that educatin is the key to success, and occasionally (when they per-

ceive they are not getting that there is to get) , try to influence the con-

duct of school governance.

Pure is where our judgment as political scientists begins. What have

learned about educational governance that allows us to assess its per-

formance against the standcrd of deuncratic theory? A review of the findings

would be cu.:!):.rsme, but some of the main points sand out as particularly

relevant. We will speak now of overall trends, blurring for the moment the

distinction:: u:Ach arc contained in our analysis. Our first concern is the

re_ation of the board and the col..unity.

Board.: are dril fro:: a narro, quasi - elite: strata. Board wmbers, while

obvimvIly inten-Jed in an.2 A,,nt edncltion, have a narrow and

particn1:.'j'Ajc 1:,....:ruit!.:ut of board me;!,or!; ha'; been lavely a
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self- perpatuative, low competition process--one that has not served to arti-

culate or accommodate the'myriad interests of a community. The interaction

between boards and community is one in which most demands are made by support-

ive groups. The congi:eence between leaders and led is poor to moderate.

There is, however, the "deviant" board, the "unreformed" or "political"

board. Each of the linkage failures outlined above are ameliorated when

variables traditionally associated with the political process are introduced:

ward elections, partisan aneals, more intense competition, and the like.

Clearly, political competitionconflict, debate, elite turnover--strengthens

the links between the board and tho public. As Dahl and Linablom, Eulau and

Prewitt, and numerous others have argued, political competition is esseetial

to the control of the leaders by the led.
5 If one wishes to address the prob-

lem of change, he can safely assert that institutionalized politicization--

undoing the work of the reformers--is a prerequisite to stye:Iv:A:ening the

linkage mechanisms between the board and the public. Of particular interest

here is the slight improvement in attitude congruence in politically impreg-

nated districts. Since such districts are also the most socially hete,:o-

geneous, the fact that they are--even slightly--more accurately representa-

tive is of considerable significance.

Our finding:, on the relationship of responsiveness to reform are corro-

borative of the findings of recent studies of urban policy. In their study

of urban policy, Lineberry and Fowler found that reformed cities (cities with

manager government, at large constituency, non -I artisan elections, were unre-

sponsive in their taxing and spending policies to differences la the income,

occup:Ition 11, rvlif;ion:., or ethnic characteristics of their population5. In

contra:A, unrfomed citief; (citi-,!. with Lr adiConal political institutionf;)

f;



were more reflective of the varied needs of th.: community. Reformed govern-

mentr, "are associated with a lessened responsiveness of the cities to tl'e

-
enduring conflicts of IN liti cal life.-

6

It should be noted that these analyses are generally based upon policy

outputs, making ti em not directly comparable to the conclusions reached here.

However, one might argue that two studies of different governmental units,

using; different indicators, which nevertheless reach similar conclusions,

provide compelling corroboration of the nature of response in reformed

decisions.1 structures.

This lessened responsiveness was, as we have noted, the ethos of the

reform movement, and it wni: by nc, means limited to schools. Alger, Goldrich

and Swanson find the "community conservationist" ideology a dominant one in

their comparative comaunity study. The commurity conservationist ideology,

one of "a-political" politics, rejecui traditional notions of the legiti-

macy of interest group cleavages in much the .amt fashion as does the ideology

of school administrators.
7

Mayor Richard L-a if New Haven, whose political

career has been so widely docuv-nted, was a classic community conservation-

ist, stressing benefits to citizens in general, rather than appealing to

class or group cleavages. Lee, a powerful political leader, was in no sense

subservient to expc.rts. IL:levd, he successfully mobilized expertise in the

cawe of his do:.lin;:nt goal: urban renewal. Aitnough Lee's skillful building

of a cullition in favor of urban rewwal was politically adept, the issue

itself united those traditionally identified with urban reform: the educa-

ted, activist, t.Ilddle .:lass. The coalii.ion (as is typical of reform in gen-

eral , ,i1c1 ren,../al in particular) did not inclu.,:e blocks. The ir:.pact

of urb.ni renewal wa!1 mo;:t vi:Able in the do;auown business district, and



in middle-income apartment developments, not in ghettoes. Hence, New Haven

--a "model city " --fell victim to the riots of the 1960's. In a sense, the

neglect of minorities in urban _anewal is (ideologically) comparable to the

neglect of Ininorities in favor of efficiency in educittion.
/
/The justification

for the consolidation of school districts--which led to the ccunter demand

for the return of schools to "the people"--was efficiency. Systems planners

demonstrated that the smallest efficient unit of operation was one of approx-

imately 50,000 students. Nwhere in the equations of systems planners is

there a considqration of the human cost of centralization. The fact that

nearly half of American cities hove adopted the council manager plan (stress-

ing the neutral e:Tertise of the manager), lends additional credence to the

notion that expertise, the relegation of as many questions as possible to the

level of a technical problem, is a very pervasive political philosophy. If

"the end of ideology" was prematurely declared, it is nevertheless the case

that tnere has been a relentless move (with cyclical counter-revolutions, as

in the 1960's)--towards a society so complex that the competence of amateurs

is seriously challenged.

It is exactly this question of conyetence which produces the dilemma

of the expert in school governance. Dahl argues persuasi rely about the valee

of what he calls the "criterion or competence."
8

Some decisions should not be

mad: decratically, Would one, for instance, want to be a patient in a

democratic hospital, with majority vote determining diagnosis? Or fly across

the Atlantic in an airplane in which the pilot abided by the decision of the

passen;,cr:;? Such vx;:rTles sound -.bsurd, but a glance at the "real world"

rene.crz; th,::: less so. For istancc, loyidist units in the Spanish Civil War

elecca thvir officers ;Ind, ccaion,Illy, voted in support or opposition to



their decisions. An examination of the referenda issue regularly submitted

to voters may raise equally absurd question:; of competence. For instance:

should there be a vote on capital punishment? Legali-.ation of varijuana?

Both issues have been recently voted on, and perhaps they should be. But

certainly the technical expertise of criminologists and pharmacologists

was irrelevant. to the decision of most people.

From the perspective of democratic theory, the problem is one of bal-

ance. To what extent car the public and its representatives determine when

a decision is beyond their competence? There is no hard and fast rule,

nor should there be. As we noted in the first chapter, many coe;.tries re-

gard education as beyond the colapntence of the average citizen. In America

we theoretically do not. Ours is the model of lay control toward which many

European cducators look with envy. In fact, as we have seen, we have a

commonweal institution behaving 1 ;:gely as though it were a service organ-

ization. But, given the mixed nature of the school, how can we sort eut the

mix? To begin, a substantial portion of the "services" provided by schools

is hardly so precise or value free as to make them understandable only to

experts. Yxcluding for the mo=nt the technical skills normally enpected

to accrue to those who attend schools (e.g., reading, mathematics, etc.),

richools also asst.:; the responsibility of teaching "citizenship training,"

hi:itory, and other !.lip jests vhich wake little, if any, pretense toward the

consensus of opinion ch:iracteristic of a "real" science.

With rvi,,ard to the teacilin;; of basic another problem exists.

There is no kno%/ledi., ba:e--a:)ont pr_clitioners can achieve con.;ensus--

u:ii:iy(. to tl.c tva pY0Ct'. . lnnovdtion abound, ed"cation

faCdi:11. Yvt I1.. (-V1-!onco (ontinu,.:1 to 1. )tilt that there is no appreciable

9



link between the way a subject is taught and the way a subject is learned.
9

Teaching is a craft, not a profession. The services provided by teachers

sometimes succeed, sometimes fail. No one really knows why; "After a century

of psychological research, educators still know little about how children

learn."111

Given the fact that the experts have not eemonstrated that they know

any more about education than laymen, the response to lay demands certainly

should not create any fear of the reduction of quality. Polyarchy would

probably not make a great deal of difference in output (however, it might

make a difference in the processes).

If we wish educational governance to perform in the manner of a common-

weal institution, a polyarchy, or a representative democracy, we will haVe

to provide it with the institutional linkage to the political process which

it currently lacks. Such ideas are conspicuously absent in proposals for

either decentralization or community control.

The myriad of oposals for various methods of creating a counter-

acting power to the superintendent generally coalesce around the notion of

proximity. The smaller the decision-making unit, the greater the opportunity

for participation. With considerable justification, traditional political

organizations were as distrusted as administrators. The consequence is that,

while the cast of characters in comunity schools, or decentrali.ed schools,

hat: shifted, the link bet .Ten new elites and constituents has not been

strengthened. Participation in election is as low (or lower than) in the

election; of "centralized" school systems. Consequently, the new elite--those

who the new boarJs of education - -is as insulated as is the elite which

em2rr,es from our study. Recruitm!,nt paths are different: board members are
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typically recruited from various anti-poverty organizations and established

social welfare agencies. However, the same filtering process occurs. Poverty

and welfare agencies are to community schools what civic and business assoc-

iations are to the "normal" board. 11
Ideologies differ, conformity to dom-

does For instance,
inapt values / not. Linkages are no more apparent. /many of the new elite

call for de-emphasis on achievemenc and development of a non-competitive

ethos. However, the. residents of the areas represented by the new elites

feel strongly--even more strongly than whites--that the purposes. of school

are vocational) and their images of appropriate learning environments are

traditional to authoritarian.

When we turn our attention to the other half of the responsiveness

equation, the ability of the board to control the behavior of the super-

intendent (in the name of the public), our mixed assessment continues.

Boards are likely to become spokesmen for the superintendent to the commun-

ity; their representational roles are reversed, and the superintendent becomes

the dominant policy-maker. Here is, of course, a serious gap in the chain of

responsiveness, with a remedy far from apparent. Again, the dominance of

experts is not an isolated phewlmenon; it is riot peculiar to schools. If

we apply the sairc reasoning to board-superintendent relations as we did to

board-community relations, we would offer our usual prescription: large

doses of pelitles. However, the same political process which enhances the

eresponf;iwnes of the board does not encourage an active policy-mak3au role

for the board. Although public involvement either through the electoral

procQsf; or through group-related activities dc s lead to greater willing-

ness on the part of the board to question the superintendent's priorities,

the board' atto:pts to play an active role in the policy-mahing procc,:s are

11
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frustrated by the complexity of educational problems and by inability to

gain control of a sprawling educational bureaucracy. The more conflict-

ual and political the system, the more active the board is in opposing the

superintendent. However, the translation of community diversity and tension

into resistance to the superintendent (a translation enhanced by institution-

alized political devices), makes the probability of a superintendent victory

more likely. A divided board is easy prey. The most effective opposition

to the superintendent is the consensual, unrepresentative elite of the small,

non-political district. Here challenges oczur rarely, but they are more

likely to succeed. Ironically, then this portion of the linkage process is

inhibited by the very factors which enhance other aspects.

Is the situation we have described unique? Art. school districts more

removed from their publics than other units of government? If so, is their

relative insulation defeosible? If not, why the cry for school reform? Our

evidence in these matters is necessarily fragmentary. Until that Utopian

moment of total replication, we can muster only partial evidence. Our first

source of evidence is the city council study directed by Eulau and Pi iitt.

We find that -;ity councils are recruited in much the same fashion as school

boards, have he same class bias, the same sort of issueless competition, and

the same limited contact with non-supportive groups. Prewitt, fur instance,

speaks of the strong norm of "volunteerism" present in city councils. He

argues that city councils enter and leave office "not at the whim of the

electorate," but according to their own schedules. Incumbent return is high

(as is the case with most legislative bodies), recruitment is not group-

oriented, but is on the basis of nobless oblige: "They [city councilmen]

treat council service as a 'citizen duty' in much the same manner as they
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treat service on the Chamber of Commerce, the PTA, the Library Board, and other

such community service organizations."
12

They, like school board members, arc

inclined to view their role as "trustee," e.g., standing aloof from community

opinion. Nearly half the councils studied are categorized as "unresponsive."

Further, the groups to which they are likely to respond are the Chamber of

Commerce, merchant groups, civic affairs groups, and the like.. Reform or

protest groups are rarely heard.
13

On the other hand, a majority of council insist that thex make most

policy decisions.
14

Whether they do or not, they think they do; school

board members do not. Here, then, is a point of departure. Although city

managers are rightly compAred to school superintendents as experts dealing

with amateurs, a more appropriate balance seems to have been struck in :tc

former case. One n.ould hardly deny that managers are not policy makers.

Numerous studies have shown them to be major participants in policy formation:

indeed in many cases the chief initiator of policy.
15

It does appear, however,

that councils perform more adequately with regard to the second half of the

link if not the first. There are, of course, some significant differences

in the two arenas of government. Most school districts resemble the council-

manager plan, with no elected chief executive. About half the cities, however,

(even those with managers), have an elected executive. Very few school dis-

tricts have elected superintendents, and efforts to eliminate the :Tow remain-

ing elected executives continue.

There is, then, no educational counterpart to the mayor who can serve as

a focus of representative balance against the bureaucracy, (the chairman of

the school board is nomally chosen by his colleagues). The absence of a

representative counterpart may ntrengthen the hand of the superintendent.

"4 )
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There are, of course, other reasons why expertise appears to have been more

successful as a resource in school management. There is some evidence that

decisions about schools are not as normally heated as are decisions about

municipal policy.
16

The main client of schoolsthe child--is clearly a

"sacred object." Thus, there is more fear that "normal" politics will dis-

rtpt the service to the client. Such a fear may be less a threat when the

issue is zoning, garbage disposal, or budgeting. We assert, however incon-

clusively, that school experts have been somewhat more successful in insulat-

ing themselves than have experts in other governmental units. This is not

to deny that conflict over school policy can occasionally become heated.

Indeed, the very sacredness of the client virtually guarantees that emotions

will occasionally become aroused. When the arena of conflict expands--

as in busing, sex education or similar issues--the climate of conflict is

hardly restrained. It is simply that routinized decision - making -- denying the

legitimacy of conflict--is the accepted norm. Conflict is equated with

crisis.

We are reluctant to engage in speculation about the future, but there

is some evidence that the isolation of schools is being reduced. The polit-

icizatica of the educational process is, however gradually, coming to pass.

Efforts to decentralize schools, more radical demands for community control,

even more extrem3 demands for vouchers, the increasing unionization of

teachers, and the growing reluctance of taxpayers to pungle up, proVide

evidence in support: of our su:picion. Our puiposo is not to recommend ap-

propriate ways of coping with increased politicization. We do suggest that

any rform movemilnt must deal simultaneously with the relationship between

roproontativos and tho public and the board-suporintendent interaction.
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Whether schools ere decentralized or not, it is highly likely that the issue

of representation (as opposed to citizen participation) will remain central.

Most people do not want to participate on a day-by-day basis in educational

decision-making, even if it is taking place in a neighborhood school.

One model of governance suggested as appropriate is the workers coun-

cil, as used in Yugoslavia and sore Westarn European countries. Such a

model is normally associated with decision-making at a rather decentralized

level. However, if such a model is followed, we plunge back into the dilemma

with which we began. Worker Councils, elected by workers, seem reasonable

eno.agh except for two problems: (1) workers are not the client of the insti-

tution; (2) the output (profit) of the institutional is a consensual goal.

Neither condition applies to schools.

Other suggestions for reform come readily to mind. If we want legis-

lators to be respow,Ave, why not give them the tools to do the job? Making

board r....41%bership a full time paid position, or providing a full time staff

would provide more of an opportunity .to balance the distribution of in-

fluence between board and superintendent, but would not: strengthen the link

between the represenLtives and represented. Here, we need to undo the work

of the refomers. Mother possibility is to convert the superintendent into

a mayor, i.e., make the superintendent an elective office. As is done in some

large cities, 1:. could be proviLled with a "chief adudnistrative officer" to

handle ad:lini!;truive duth,s. The twrintendent of today's school; might

be ideally suited to hecom:! the chief administrative officer.

Suppose, then, that--by wh:Itever create "responsive" schools.

What. then? Will the content of policy change? If people ought to be able

to pnYtiii,ate in dciriiew; th:.t affect their lives, and if scool:; fall

r-
k
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into this category, then we can ask, again, a closer question of political

science: to whom should the school respond, who should make the response;

what kinds of decisions would be made at what level of governance? Suppose,

for instance, that a researcher decided to measure the quality of education

in responsive, politically robust districts in contrast to the normal district

and found that, sure enouv,h, the reformers ::ere right: "educational" achieve-

ment is less in our "good" districts. Such an outcome is not necessarily im-
.

probable. Politically open districts would probc.bly respond more to the reeds

of non-professional classes who typically score lot':.r on achievement tests.

Yet we have no evidence that any structure of education--"open" class-

room, coumunity schools, team teaching, or any of the various innovations

tried and abandoncd in the last twenty years--has any impact upon what is

learned. If the reformers were proved right, it is a reasonable conclusion

that factors not associated pith the school would prove the most reliable

explanatory factors.

In terms of the ability of students to achieve what adults have decided

they should achieve, responsive schools would change very little. However,

there is a nrocess riuestion to he rLsearched. As we have seen, most people

are concerned with discipline, and the assurance that their child will "make

it."
17

If they g,t their way, would schools become even more drab than they

are? Most of the 0..:1.aud for alternative education are university, rath,r

than co unity 11:..;..d. If educational elites were responsive, there is a

rea.onahle pro!).:bility that the children would be given even stronger doses

of "educat.:(.n for dn,:ilitv." The pr.!= of education might become less

inn-v,icive. I. t!.. cof.c. of too io,v,,at?

eno .A.n; cio-,tion, the t::t.ure will surely .:et, en

1f;
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16
an escalation of the debate about the

appropriate relation of technical topolitical decisions.
18

As we mcoe--as is
apparently

inevitable--into asociety more concerned with
conservation than distribution of resources,more and more reliance

upon experts
appears

ineseapable.As of this 'writing,
tl-e technology of teaching is primitive compared to, say, the technology ofmedicine. But it will not always be so. Someday there will be an

educationaltechnology (bchavioc
modification?) which will be as powerful as the tech-

noloty which created nuclear, weapons. Should such a technology be "respon-sive"? An analogous situation is the
technology cf euthanasia, abortion, oreven cloning.

Should such
technologies be

untrammelled by political
decis-

ions?

The example of
uncontrolled techrelogy which is most frequently citedin the decision to use the atomic bo,:b. Should there have been some rati-fication by Congress? Should there nave been a "plebiscite"?

Under eithercircumstance it is probable that the decision would have been the same.Indeed, the people then
likely would have "voted" to use even more nuclearweapons! Similarly, an educational

technology which could create a
generation

probably
of children

who learned at or near their capacity would/be eagerly seizedupon by a grateful
citizenry

irresp..ctive of the methods employed.In spite of the obvious perils, political decisions arc--as long aswe remuin
coldnitted to

democracylogically superior to technical
decisions.

If we are t,olnie, to maintain the trapping:: of democracy in education,. then
the realities of democracy should be achieved. School boards should governor he

abolished. In spite of occasional propot;a1T: for abolition, they willremain. It
po:;siblc that toarcb; will become merely ceremonial, a "vex-

'l9

tif;i31 revnant. el past
;.pvernuent. Such a 1(.:Itilt canand should- -bcavoided.

11.7
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